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Use the list of words as an idea for a piece of writing. 

Activity One Vocabulary: Activity Two Vocabulary: 

waves pouring clouds attack snout wings 

lightning pelting flashes fearsome smoke wail 

rocking crew crash soaring prowl grotesque 

swell captain dark grand 
fire-

breathing 
indestructible 

thunder roar deck kingdom scaly glimmer 

Activity Three Vocabulary: Activity Four Vocabulary: 

blaze explosion blast allergy venom vomit 

embers extinguish crackle swell poison blur 

smoulder hydrant alarm teeth rare forest 

fire-engine billow destruction jaw rash infection 

investigation safety bushfire first-aid hidden harmless 

Activity Five Vocabulary: Activity Six Vocabulary: 

future gadgets independent cackle terrifying creaking 

aspire family travel eerie howl shadows 

job success explore enchant flashlight clock 

technology computers wealth ghoul footsteps horrify 

modern robots happiness gravestone moon owl 
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Activity Seven Vocabulary: Activity Eight Vocabulary: 

gust pouring clouds bats eerie cavern 

wind pelting flashes mountain explore climb 

driving rain roar crash rocky ledge crawl 

thunder clap dark hidden flashlight abseil 

lightning downpour flood dark paintings rope 

Activity Nine Vocabulary: Activity Ten Vocabulary: 

aquarium pound loyal waves rocks deserted 

pond adopt love reef fear remains 

protect vet family rocking crew crash 

leash groom care swell captain hunt 

kennel collar exercise sinking shore deck 

Activity Eleven Vocabulary: Activity Twelve Vocabulary: 

galaxy atmosphere shuttle amusement bumper cars parade 

planet gravity black hole fairground rides roller coaster 

quest unknown constellation ferris wheel attractions fairy floss 

force field journey orbit circus music 
merry-go-

round 

asteroid craft launch clown games stalls 
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Activity Thirteen Vocabulary: Activity Fourteen Vocabulary: 

hair raising brutal scream sailing sun outdoors 

headless beast troll soaring heat canoeing waterpark 

invisible prowl creep holiday Christmas singlets 

ferocious ogre lurk camping flowers pool 

hideous prey shadows beach fresh fruit friends 

Activity Fifteen Vocabulary: Activity Sixteen Vocabulary: 

machine change alter habitat breed babies 

future robots whirring diet grow reproduce 

past technology basement hunting colour protect 

timeline surprise spinning movement appearance carnivore 

discovery gadgets portal nest located herbivore 

Activity Seventeen Vocabulary: Activity Eighteen Vocabulary: 

spring earth cold continent 
Great Barrier 

Reef 
harbour 

summer sun rain island oceans bridge 

autumn cooler dry states beaches down under 

winter warmer bloom territories desert indigenous 

orbit hot hibernate Uluru coast beautiful 
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Activity Nineteen Vocabulary: Activity Twenty Vocabulary: 

UV rays seek skin cancer brave fire danger 

slip dehydrate danger heroic rescue example 

slop heat stroke careful care risk leader 

slap sunburn overcast safety lives win 

slide water sun cream police courage success 

Activity Twenty-One Vocabulary: Activity Twenty-Two Vocabulary: 

cruel endangered isolation waterways dolphins tidy 

cages conservation unfamiliar clean enjoy destroy 

habitat wild locked pollution future children 

natural care stare creatures save endangered 

environment hunt entertain beautiful rubbish responsible 

Activity Twenty-Three Vocabulary: Activity Twenty-Four Vocabulary: 

enjoy social skills activities habitat oxygen families 

relax family teachers protect explore camping 

explore wasted prepare home recreation animals 

time recharge friends nests pollution rare 

overworked focus learn flowers destroy endangered 
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Activity Twenty-Five Vocabulary: Activity Twenty-Six Vocabulary: 

title character recommend plane ticket family 

author theme rating suitcase tour activities 

illustrator reminded setting excitement relax break 

audience connection explore cabin beach car trip 

suitable surprise plot caravan sun pack 

Activity Twenty-Seven Vocabulary: Activity Twenty-Eight Vocabulary: 

puppy vet blanket darkness shadows sneak 

kennel scratch playful missing siren crawl 

milk bite paws diamond alarm mask 

bowl adopt adorable jewels police tools 

bone box energy creep hidden moon 

Activity Twenty-Nine Vocabulary: Activity Thirty Vocabulary: 

teacher playground recess chemicals coat beakers 

principal equipment bell machine chamber 
Bunsen 
burners 

class oval children bench pops test tubes 

desk courts noise science fizzles locks 

bag room lunch canteen experiment bubbling files 
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Activity Thirty-One Vocabulary: Activity Thirty-Two Vocabulary: 

waves kiosk shells rain drops window 

sand towels sunbakers umbrella rumble slippery 

sun crab boards puddles raincoat blankets 

swell playground lifeguard clouds indoors movies 

rockpool seagulls costumes dark games cover 

Activity Thirty-Three Vocabulary: Activity Thirty-Four Vocabulary: 

shore stream coconuts trees animals camp 

cave lagoon waves boardwalk scurry hidden 

forest mermaids rocks track slither explore 

mystery huts ships canopy sway backpack 

animals palm trees sun birds trek compass 

Activity Thirty-Five Vocabulary: Activity Thirty-Six Vocabulary: 

moat towers lake wand rope ferns 

waterfall guards forest cauldron mask propellers 

stone knights wagon disguise abandoned hidden 

turrets mist royal gadgets overgrown bubbling 

palace dragons valley plane security rare 
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Activity Thirty-Seven Vocabulary: Activity Thirty-Eight Vocabulary: 

ship paddle pristine wolf hidden caring 

plank assist boring woods razor innocent 

dust remote sway basket sly hood 

magic hidden fingerprints grandma hungry picnic 

bill dense map huntsman ill playful 

Activity Thirty-Nine Vocabulary: Activity Forty Vocabulary: 

forest wings treasure tranquil hidden fountain 

magic delicate peaceful waterfall lost ropes 

toadstool nature ancient cavern explore powers 

elk tree evil clubs dark treehouse seek 

pixie dust hideous goblins magical keepers hike 

Activity Forty-One Vocabulary: Activity Forty-Two Vocabulary: 

sand seagulls rocks gate brick overgrown 

trees clouds coral fence stone bushes 

palms sun sandbank leaves chirp shrubs 

sway shimmer rock pool breeze birds shed 

water break horizon gentle bees flowers 

waves crash splash scent blossom sway 
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Activity Forty-Three Vocabulary: Activity Forty-Four Vocabulary: 

bridge footprints wooden ice caps mountain moss 

stream darkness trunks snow ranges path 

leaves clearing hollow cabin grass wind 

trees dense scurry rays shrubs rain 

pebbles canopy explore sunshine stream tracks 

rustle brook animals clouds light silence 

Activity Forty-Five Vocabulary: Activity Forty-Six Vocabulary: 

moon fog starts sand current waves 

eerie rising cliff rocks coral sandbank 

horizon stone rocks cave fish trees 

castle turret darkness leaves fishermen shrubs 

branches flag tower sun track horizon 

leafless overlook ocean clouds shore lagoon 

Activity Forty-Seven Vocabulary: Activity Forty-Eight Vocabulary: 

turret meadow mountain dusk wooden lighthouse 

moat shrubs cave dawn drift sign 

drawbridge flowers clouds seagulls glimmer explore 

rocks bloom stone trees splash darkness 

lagoon mist soldiers rustle rocks storm 

cascade rocky animals forest calm mist 
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Activity Forty-Nine Vocabulary: Activity Fifty Vocabulary: 

wind captain snorkel sunbeams houses butterflies 

sail anchor horizon clouds grass birds 

sunset breeze float flowers shade buzz 

dawn refreshing majestic trees sway river stones 

ripple relax mast river warmth glistening 

fishing coral wheel hills breeze aroma 

Activity Fifty-One Vocabulary: Activity Fifty-Two Vocabulary: 

lightening damage darkness swings soft fall fun 

rain gale rough slide rock wall excitement 

storm clouds thunder flash monkey bars net games 

wharf hail purple tunnel rope friends 

sand shelter haze bridge scream open-air 

grass pelt mist shop playfulness laughter 

Activity Fifty-Three Vocabulary: Activity Fifty-Four Vocabulary: 

water quaint cosy chimney bees birds 

path bells pebbles billow portico drift 

houses church cobblestone blossom path soar 

track river bed trees garden stones sparkle 

trail river isolated cosy well flicker 

hillside valley hidden warmth hammock fireplace 
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Activity Fifty-Five Vocabulary: Activity Vocabulary: 

cottage colourful birds    

moss reflection scurry    

overgrown wooden animals    

flowers cosy wooden    

bloom nestled window    

stones dense gravel    

Activity Vocabulary: Activity Vocabulary: 
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